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Molecular-dynamics simulation of the smectic-A* twist grain-boundary phase
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In this paper we present the results of extensive molecular-dynamics simulations of a model of liquid
crystals, in which a twist is imposed on the direction of preferred orientation. On quenching the system from
a twisted nematic phase to a state point within the smectic-A phase, we observe a structure which corresponds
closely to that of the smectic-A* twist grain-boundary phase. We investigate this structure by means of director
and structure factor profiles, and also develop a technique for automatically locating screw dislocations.
Applying this technique to the configurations from our simulations, we obtain a defect distribution which is in
qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions.@S1063-651X~98!02505-7#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Jf, 61.20.Ja, 83.20.Jp
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1989, Renn and Lubensky~RL! predicted the occur-
rence of a novel liquid crystalline phase in systems of ch
mesogens, the twist grain-boundary~TGB! phase@1#. This
discovery, together with the first experimental observation
the phase which was made at around the same time@2#,
generated a great deal of interest. The RL theory was m
vated by a close correspondence between the mathema
description of the normal-metal to superconductor transit
and that of the nematic (N) to smectic-A (SA) liquid crystal.
Both transitions are described by a complex order param
c(r ): in a superconductor this is the complex amplitude
Cooper pairs, and in a smectic liquid crystal it represents
periodic modulation of the nematogen density, correspo
ing to the layers. In the latter case, the deviation of the lo
single-particle density from its average value is

r~r !2^r&5c~r !1c* ~r !,

i.e., it is real, but characterized by an amplitude and a ph
Phenomenological mean field theories of a superconducto
zero magnetic field, and theN→SA transition for uniaxial
molecules, are based on a free energy functionalF@c(r )# of
the order parameter. Imposing the relevant symmetry on
functional ~gauge invariance in the case of superconduc
ity, rotational invariance in liquid crystals! leads to identical
mathematical forms forF@c(r )#, so there is complete corre
spondence between the theories. RL extended the supe
ducting analogy to include the effects of molecular chirali
In doing so, they discovered theSA* TGB phase. This is the
liquid crystalline analog of the Abrikosov flux lattice occu
ring in weakly correlated~type II! superconductors. The
phase behavior~as a function of molecular chirality and tem
perature! depends on the penetration depthl2 and correla-
tion lengthj, which are phenomenological constants in t
RL theory. For a Ginzburg parameterkG5l2 /j.1/A2, the
TGB phase intercedes between the chiral-nematic
smectic-A phases. The TGB phase, as illustrated in Fig.
consists of a set of domains along the twist axis. Within e
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5585~12!/$15.00
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domain there is smecticlike one-dimensional translational
der, and the direction of preferred ordering, or directorn, lies
parallel to the layer normalN. At each domain boundary
however, bothn and N undergo a discrete rotation throug
an angleDu. This rotation is mediated by a set of equ
spaced, parallel screw dislocations with orientation betw
the layer normals on the two sides of the interface. These
topological defects in the ordering fieldc; on encircling one
of the defects, one picks up a phase change of 2p in c, so
that the arrangement of the smectic layers in the vicinity
each defect resembles a spiral. In the RL theory, the sys
is assumed infinite in the directions perpendicular to
twist, and the defects form a regular array of infinite lines
distancel d apart. The layer spacing remote from the defe
is d0. As the defect line is approached, the degree of tra
lational orderingucu2 tends to zero over some radial distan
'j. An idealized representation of the geometry of a sin
interface is shown in Fig. 2.

The first experimental evidence of the TGB phase@2#
consisted of optical and x-ray studies of a series of ch
mesogens, which indicated the presence of both helical

FIG. 1. Domain structure of the TGB phase, showing the gr
boundary angleDu, smectic domain widthl s , and layer spacing
d0.
5585 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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entational order and smectic order. Subsequent experim
@3–5# probed the temperature dependence of the chiral pi
and measured the static structure factor, hence providin
estimate of the smectic layer spacing, a lower bound on
range of translational correlations within smectic domai
and the width of domain boundaries. Finally, electron mic
graphs of freeze fracture specimens@6# provided estimates o
the grain boundary angleDu and the defect spacingl d .

The possibility of twist grain boundaries inachiral liquid
crystals was first suggested by Patel@7# in relation to experi-
ments on a liquid crystal in a twist cell, i.e., in a samp
bounded by plates favoring molecular alignment along thx
direction on the top surface and alongy on the bottom sur-
face. The twist in the director field about thez axis induced
by the director pinning can be detected as a nonzero tr
mitted intensity when the cell is placed between crossed
larizers. Patel found that the twist persists below the nor
N→SA transition temperatureTNA , while at the same time
the presence of focal conic textures suggested smectic
ordering. Strain-induced TGB structures have also been
served in suspensions of the bacteriophage fd@8#. The length
of fd particles, about 8800 Å, is sufficient to allow dire
observation of the block domains via differential interferen
contrast microscopy.

Several approaches to modeling of the TGB system m
be considered. One of these would be to attempt an e
numerical solution of the mean field theory, i.e., minimiz
tion of the RL free energy functionalF@c#. Even in mean
field theory, the detailed phase behavior~i.e., the dependenc
of the parametersl d , l s , andDu in Figs. 1 and 2 on tem-
perature and molecular chirality! can be calculated only ap
proximately by analytical methods@1#. In principle, lattice
simulations could be used to determine the mean field ph
diagram exactly, although this would be computationally e
pensive.

Our approach is somewhat different. Instead of usin
coarse-grained model, we carry out molecular dynam
~MD! on a system of particles which incorporates the ess
tial features of chirality and anisotropic interactions. We
strict our attention to a small number of state points, a
look for evidence of TGB formation. Molecular dynamics
preferred to Monte Carlo simulation, partly because it allo

FIG. 2. Idealized structure of an interface between two doma
in the TGB phase, showing the separationl d between screw dislo-
cation defects.
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access to dynamical properties~although here we concentrat
mainly on analyzing static structure!, and partly because o
the comparative ease and efficiency with which MD can
parallelized. The majority of our simulations were carri
out on the Edinburgh T3D parallel supercomputer, using
domain decomposition MD programGBMEGA @9#. The mo-
lecular model employed is the well-known Gay-Berne pote
tial @10#. Chirality is imposed as in a twist cell, by the use
specially modified periodic boundary conditions. Large s
tem sizes are employed to allow the use of a realistic deg
of twist, and reduce the effects of the boundary conditions
the directions perpendicular to the twist axis. The trans
tional and orientational ordering we observe in our syst
correspond qualitatively with the RL picture, and so we b
lieve that this work represents the first computer simulat
of the twist grain boundary phase. A particularly interesti
aspect of the TGB structure is the topology of the smec
layers at the interface between regions of different sme
orientations. In the RL theory, each interface contains a re
lar array of twist defects. We have developed a technique
searching through molecular configurations for this kind
defect, and have found several convincing examples in c
figurations at the lowest two temperatures we studied.
have attempted to characterize the ordering in the neigh
hood of these defects.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
give details of the model and simulation techniques us
The TGB phase is distinguished by the behavior of the m
lecular orientation and smectic layer normal as a function
distance along the twist direction. In Sec. III, we define t
profiles of nematic order parameter and structure funct
which we use to characterize this behavior, and present th
results for each of the state points studied. This is follow
in Sec. IV by a discussion of diffusion profiles, which w
measure primarily to check that no parts of the system h
solidified. In Sec. V, we describe our simulated anneal
technique for finding defects in molecular configuration
and apply this to investigating the structure of the dom
boundaries. We conclude in Sec. VI with a summary of o
results, some comparisons with experiment, and possible
rections for future work.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

A. Definition of model

A fully atomistic simulation of a system of chiral me
sogenic molecules is clearly out of the question, certainly
the system size needed in order to study the TGB phase.
use of a soft potential is preferred over reference ha
particle systems such as spherocylinders, since paralle
tion of hard-particle MD is difficult. We choose the wel
known Gay-Berne ~GB! model @10#. In this model,
molecules are represented by single sites, each with an
entation vectorei and position vectorr i , i 51, . . . ,N, which
interact via an anisotropic pair potential,

vGB~ei ,ej ,r i j !54«~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !$%
2122%26%,

%5
r i j 2s~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !1s0

s0
.

The diameter functions depends on the relative orientation
of the molecules and the unit vectorr̂ i j 5r i j /r i j :

s
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s~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !5s0H 12
x

2
F ~ei• r̂ i j 1ej• r̂ i j !

2

11xei•ej

1
~ei• r̂ i j 2ej• r̂ i j !

2

12xei•ej
G J 21/2

,

with shape anisotropy parameterx5(k221)/(k211); k
5see/sss. Here,sss5s0 is the side-by-side diameter, an
see the end-to-end diameter. The well-depth function« also
depends on the relative orientations of the two molecu
and takes the form

«~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !5«0@«8~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !#
m3@«9~ei ,ej !#

n,

«8~ei ,ej , r̂ i j !512
x8

2 F ~ei• r̂ i j 1ej• r̂ i j !
2

11x8ei•ej

1
~ei• r̂ i j 2ej• r̂ i j !

2

12x8ei•ej
G ,

«9~ei ,ej !5@12x2~ei•ej !
2#21/2,

with well-depth anisotropy parametersx85(k81/m

21)/(k81/m11); k85«ss/«ee. The two quantities«ss and
«ee are, respectively, the side-by-side and end-to-end w
depths. Throughout this paper we uses0 and «0 to define
reduced units of length and energy, i.e., effectively we
s051 and«051. The corresponding unit of temperature
«0 /kB , wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant. In the same wa
we set the molecular massm51 and the combination
Ams0

2/«0 defines a reduced unit of time.
It is usual to apply a spherical cutoffr cut, and so in prac-

tice one uses the cut and shifted Gay-Berne potential

v~ei ,ej ,r i j !

5H vGB~ei ,ej ,r i j !2vGB~ei ,ej ,r cutr̂ i j !, r i j <r cut

0, r i j .r cut.

The phase diagrams of several variants of this model h
been extensively studied@11–13#. The version we use here i
k54.4, k8520,m51, andn51, with a spherical cutoff at
r cut55.5s0. This particular parametrization is somewhat p
culiar in that the well depth at the equilibrium separation
the side-by-side arrangement is less than for the end-to
and side-to-end configurations. We choose it since prev
studies@14# showed that there is a large region in the pha
diagram where the smectic-A phase is stable. At the chose
reduced density ofrs0

350.16, the phase transitions occur
the following reduced temperaturesT* 5kBT/«:

Isotropic →
T* 51.6

Nematic →
T* 51.1

Smectic →
T* 50.6

Solid.

The Gay-Berne potential itself is achiral and, on its own, w
not lead to any chiral phases. In principle, molecular chira
could be introduced explicitly, by adding a chiral term to t
site-site potential, or by rigidly joining Gay-Berne units
form chiral ‘‘molecules.’’ The problem with this approach
that in any computer simulation of a phase with long ran
chiral ordering~such as the twisted nematic or TGB phas
which interest us!, the periodic boundary conditions restri
the chiral pitchl to a discrete set of values~fractions of the
box length!. These values will not, in general, match th
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equilibrium value of the pitch for a given molecular structu
at the chosen state point, in the thermodynamic limit. Mo
over, states of very different pitch are separated by a la
free energy barrier, so that transitions between them will
rare events. One way in which these problems might be o
come would be to allow the dimensions of the simulati
box to change continuously, for instance by using No´-
Hoover volume dynamics or by incorporating constant pr
sure Monte Carlo moves@15#. In practice, we rejected thes
methods, since long equilibration times would still be r
quired, and a continually changing box shape would mak
harder to define and average the spatial profiles we nee
characterize the ordering in the twisted system. Instead,
use the twist-cell geometry with an achiral molecular mod
we prepare a uniformly twisted configuration with a chir
pitch consistent with the periodic boundary conditions. A
though an untwisted state of lower energy exists~with the
director pointing along the original twist axis!, the chiral axis
and pitch can usually be maintained indefinitely, since
cape of the director field toward uniform alignment involv
crossing a free energy barrier of states with large splay
bend energy. As we shall see, this stability holds for
variant of the Gay-Berne potential we use here.

We make use oftwisted periodic boundary condition
~TPBC’s!: each periodic image of the cuboidal simulatio
cell along thez axis is rotated throughp/2 with respect to
the last@16#. This rotation is incorporated into the calculatio
of the forces between pairs of particles in different perio
images, and also when replacing particles which have left
basic cell in the6z directions. In the latter case, the vecto
describing the particle velocity and angular velocity are
tated, as well as the position and orientation.

B. System size, state points, and run details

An important determinant of the physical realism of o
model is the ratio of the pitch to the smectic layer spaci
l/d0. This quantity varies widely among different exper
mental systems. In studies of the fd virus@8#, l/d0'10, but
these are flexible, highly elongated particles with a leng
to-diameter ratioL/D'130. In the original experiments o
mesogenic molecules@2#, typically l/d0'100. Our particle
model has length-to-width ratio'4.4, much closer to the
molecular value than to one appropriate for fd, and the sm
tic layer spacing is of orderd0'4s0. We use a cuboidal box
with sidesLx , Ly , andLz ; the TPBC’s require equal trans
verse box lengthsLx5Ly[L' . We setLz'80s0, so that the
pitch is l5320s0, i.e., l/d0'80, in reasonable correspon
dence with the molecular experiments. The principal eff
of finite L' is to restrict the number and orientation of a
cessible smectic layers to a discrete set commensurate
the box. The transverse wave vectorsk' consistent with the
periodic boundary conditions are

k'5
2p

L'

~nxx̂1nyŷ!, ~1!

wherenx and ny are integers. In the RL theory,L' is as-
sumed infinite, and the set of accessible wave vectors
continuum. This is also a good approximation for the expe
ments mentioned in Sec. I, in which the transverse sam
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dimensions are large. It is important to makeL' reasonably
large in the simulations, since we shall be examining
structure factor as a function ofz for evidence of TGB for-
mation, and want to be sure that any separation we see
smectic domains with distinct orientations is a real effect a
not simply an artifact of the boundary conditions. In fact, w
performed two independent sets of simulations, one w
L'5Lz/2'40s0, and the other doubled in thex and y di-
rections, i.e., withL'5Lz'80s0. The corresponding system
sizes areN521 000 andN584 000. We studied two tem
peratures aboveTNA for the untwisted system, and three b
low it.

The starting configurations for the runs were prepared
the following manner.N55250 particles were placed on th
sites of a simple cubic lattice at a low density (rs0

350.02) in
a box with relative dimensions 1:1:4, their orientations lyi
in thexy plane and uniformly twisting along thez axis. The
particles were each given random initial displacements of
lattice spacing, and a rotation about a random direct
through an angle up to 0.3 rad. The system was gradu
compressed to the required density,rs0

350.16. This was
done using an MD run, with isotropic rescaling of coord
nates at regular intervals. A constant kinetic temperat
T* 51.4 was maintained through scaling of angular a
translational velocities at each time step. In reduced un
the time step wasDt50.0025. Throughout this procedur
the twisted orientational ordering was maintained using
extra field

valign5v0(
i 51

N

$ 3
2 @ei•n~zi !#

22 1
2 %,

with

n~z!5cosS pz

2Lz
D x̂1sinS pz

2Lz
D ŷ.

As the density increased, the magnitude of the field was p
gressively reduced so as to maintain the overall nematic
der parameter~defined in Sec. III! within 10% of the known
value for the untwisted system at this state point. The sys
was equilibrated for a further 50 000 steps with no exter
field, to check for any instability toward an untwisted sta
23231 periodic images were combined to produce
21 000-particle configuration with box sides in the ra
1:1:2, which was used as the starting point for further ru
The final configuration from theT* 51.4 simulations was
doubled up again in thexy directions to produce the cubi
starting configuration for the 84 000-particle runs.

A summary of the run parameters and lengths of th
runs is shown in Table I. In the set of runs withN521 000,
the simulations atT* 50.8 and 0.9 were both started fro
the final configuration atT* 51.0. With this exception, all
the runs were contiguous in order of decreasing tempera
During each run, the temperature was maintained constan
periodically rescaling translational and angular velociti
We monitored the evolution of the orientational and struct
profiles, to be defined in Sec. III, and allowed the profiles
relax to a state from which there did not seem to be a
further qualitative change. This does not necessarily im
that an equilibrium state has been reached: as we shall
e
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the time scale for the motion of boundaries between diff
ently ordered regions is very long. Ideally, to check equ
bration one would carry out several independent quenc
from the twisted nematic phase, but this is very expensive
measure of confidence in the validity of our results can
obtained by comparing the independent simulations of
two different sized systems. We return to this in Sec. VI.

III. ORIENTATIONAL AND TRANSLATIONAL ORDER

A. Definitions

We now define the functions we use to characterize
variation of the orientational and translational ordering alo
the twist direction,z. We assume that any domain boundar
that form are oriented perpendicular toz, in accordance with
theory and experiment; our results will show that this is
deed the case.

To characterize the orientational order, we use profiles
the second-rank order tensor. These are calculated in
usual way, as averages over the particles lying within e
profile bin of specified widthdz aroundzbin :

Qab~zbin!5
1

Nbin
(

i
H 3

2
eiaeib2

1

2
dabJ D~zi2zbin!,

a,b5x,y,z,

D~zi2zbin!5H 1 whenuzi2zbinu<dz/2

0 otherwise,

and Nbin5( iD(zi2zbin) is the number of molecules falling
within this range. We choose values ofzbin at intervalsdz.
We then diagonalizeQab(zbin) to obtain the nematic orde
parameterP2(zbin) ~the highest eigenvalue! and the director
n(zbin) ~the corresponding eigenvector! as functions ofzbin .
Generally,n is close to thexy plane. The orientation within
this plane is defined by

un~zbin!5tan21S ny~zbin!

nx~zbin!
D .

The overall order parameter for the system is obtained
averagingP2(zbin) over all nbins5Lz /dz bins:

P2̄5
1

nbins
(

bin51

nbins

P2~zbin! .

TABLE I. Simulation details.

N 21 000 84 000
L' 40.34 80.67
L i 80.67 80.67

T* Run length/1000 steps
1.4 40 50
1.2 — 40
1.0 120 60
0.9 230 65
0.8 100 —
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The definition of profiles for characterizing translation
ordering is slightly more subtle. In an untwisted smectic,
appropriate quantity to measure would be the structure
tor,

S~k!5^ur~k!u2&,
~2!

r~k!5
1

AN
(
i 51

N

exp~ ik•r i !.

In a well-ordered smectic phase, this function has a la
peak at the wave vectork5(2p/d0)N, whereN is the unit
layer normal, andd0 is the smectic layer spacing. We a
interested in howN, d0, and the height of the peak var
along the twist direction. In the TGB phase, we expectN in
each domain to be colinear with the director, and so
confine our attention to transverse wave vectorsk' , for
which kz50. We calculate the structure factor within profi
bins

S~k' ;zbin!5^ur~k' ;zbin!u2&,

r~k' ;zbin!5
1

ANbin
(

i
exp~ ik'•r i !D~zi2zbin!,

defined as before for a grid of transverse wave vectors c
patible with the periodic boundary conditions, given by E
~1!, up to maximum valueskx ,ky'2p/s0. Within well-
ordered domains, the first-order peaks inS(k' ;zbin) lie on a
ring of radiusk052p/d0, and we are interested mainly i
their angular position. In order to represent this depende
we map our data from the (kx ,ky) plane to polar coordinate
(k,u), and integrate over ak shell aboutk0, to obtain a layer
orientation profileS(u;zbin). The average ofS(k' ;zbin) over
profile bins,

S̄~k'!5
1

nbins
(

bin51

nbins

S~k' ;zbin!,

is also informative. This isnot the same as the structur
factor for the whole system@Eq. ~2!#, but gives qualitatively
similar information on the prevalence of fluctuations towa
smectic ordering at different wave vectors.

We use 40 bins for all our profiles, so that each bin
approximately 2s0 in width and contains on average arou
500 particles for theN521 000 system, and 2000 for th
N584 000 system. To improve statistics, we averaged
profiles over several successive configurations. In the dis
sion of the results, we drop the suffix ‘‘bin’’ from thez
coordinatezbin .

B. Results

T* 51.4 is well aboveTNA for the untwisted system, an
so we expect to observe twisted nematic order, but no lo
range smecticlike order. The absence of well-ordered sme
regions is revealed in the bin-averaged structure fa
shown in Fig. 3~a!. At this statepoint, the function is radiall
symmetric, with a broad, low peak at aroundks051.7; we
find that the radial dependence for the two system sizes is
l
e
c-

e

e
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e,

s

e
s-

g-
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same. Profiles of the director orientationun(z) @Fig. 4~a!#
show thatn(z) rotates uniformly from one end of the simu
lation box to the other. The degree of nematic ordering

quite low: P2̄'0.40. There is no sign of any escape of t

director toward a uniformly aligned staten5 ẑ; on average,
the absolute angle thatn(z) makes with thexy plane is'9°
or less throughout the runs for both system sizes.

On cooling toT* 51.2 the qualitative behavior of the di
rector profile remains unaltered, although now the nem
order parameter has increased toP2̄50.59. The profile-
averaged structure factorS̄(k') ~not shown! retains its axial
symmetry, but the peak is markedly narrower and hig
than atT* 51.4. We also observe a slight shift of the pe
toward lowerk. While the bin-averaged structure factor
independent ofu, at a givenz the fluctuations toward trans
lational ordering are predominantly along the local direct
This correlation between local translational and orientatio
ordering can be seen in Fig. 5~a!, in which the shading shows
the orientational dependence of the structure profileS(u;z),
and the dotted line is the transverse director profileun(z).

At T* 51.0, which lies just belowTNA for the untwisted
system, there is a definite change in the structure.
profile-averaged structure factor@Fig. 3~b!#, no longer has an
axial symmetry. Instead, we see the emergence of sh
peaks at specific wave vectors, whose heights fluctu
slowly during the course of the run. This suggests that
system is attempting to form smectic domains. In theN
521 000 system, we see some evidence of domain forma
in the structure factor and director profiles@Fig. 4~b!#. The
angular variation ofn and N with z is no longer uniform;
however, there are no sharp domain interfaces. Examina
of slices through the configurations shows that there are th
fairly well-ordered smectic regions of distinct layer orient
tions, separated by boundary regions where the orderin
more nematiclike, which take up the twist. In each of the
domains, the layer spacingd0'4.3s0. In theN584 000 sys-
tem, the height of the structure peaks grows more slowly,
after'40 000 steps the results resemble those of the sm
system@see Fig. 5~b!#.

At T* 50.9, the peaks in the bin-averaged structure fac
which we observed atT* 51.0 grow in height, as shown in
Fig. 3~c!. Much more interestingly, the director and structu
profiles for theN521 000 runs@Fig. 4~c!#, reveal very clear
domain boundaries. For the particular configuration sho
here, there are four domains, with boundaries atz/s0
'8, 25, 33, and 60; at other parts of the run the smal
domain is not visible. The results from the independe
quench fromT* 51.0 to 0.8~not shown! are rather similar,
except that the maximum values ofS(k' ;z) in the center of
the domains are somewhat higher. The profiles for theN
584 000 system@Fig. 5~c!#, also show some nonuniformity
in the director, although the boundaries are not so clea
delineated. These results are consistent with a TGB-
structure.

IV. DIFFUSION

Our principal motivation for studying single-particle dy
namics is to verify that the ordered domains we observe
smecticlike, and not crystalline. The diffusion rate is a use
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FIG. 3. The profile-averaged structure factorS̄(k') for the N521 000 system.~a! T* 51.4, ~b! T* 51.0, and~c! T* 50.9. Here and
henceforth we use dimensionless reduced units based on the Gay-Berne potential parameterss0 and «0, and the molecular massm, as
defined in the text.
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indicator of whether or not the system has solidified. In
phase, for example smectic-A or nematic, with uniaxial sym-
metry about the directorn, there are two coefficientsD' and
D i , which correspond to diffusion along and perpendicu
to n. They can be defined through the Einstein relations
scribing the asymptotic behavior of the mean square
placement. The definition of diffusion coefficients in
twisted nematic or TGB phase is complicated by the in
mogeneity of the orientational order. In a system with s
tially dependent directorn(r ), one can define, for each pa
ticle, the square displacements resolved along the lo
director evaluated at its initial positionr (0),

r i
2~ t !5^u„r ~ t !2r ~0!…•n„r ~0!…u2&,

and similarly r'
2 (t)5r 2(t)2r i

2(t) for motion perpendicu-
a

r
-

s-

-
-

al

lar to the director. In principle, ifn(r ) varies sufficiently
slowly in space and time, so that the linear diffusive regim
is reached before the particle strays into a region with
significantly different director, then values forD' and D i
can be calculated from these displacements. In order to d
onstrate that the particles are diffusing, however, it is su
cient to calculate a profile of̂ur (t)2r (0)u2&, i.e., the aver-
agetotal mean square displacement of particles which w
in each of the 40 slabs at timet50. The results for theN
584 000 system atT* 50.9 are shown in Fig. 6. The roo
mean square displacement over the entire run of 65 000
steps (tmax5160 in reduced units! is greater than 8s0 in all
of the profile bins, and the average over the bins is 8.8s0.
Since this is more than twice our estimated value ofd0, we
conclude that, although the diffusion is quite slow, the s
tem is certainly not a solid.
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V. STRUCTURE OF INTERFACIAL REGIONS

Our orientational and structure profiles are consistent w
the TGB structure, but they do not shed much light on
structure of the domain interfaces. Since these interfaces
cupy only a small fraction of the sample volume, it is dif
cult to probe their structure in x-ray scattering experimen
and to date no direct experimental evidence for the prese
of the twist defects predicted in the RL theory exists. Co
puter simulation allows us to investigate the domain bou
aries much more closely. In this section we describe the te
niques we use to search for defects, and compare the n

FIG. 4. Profiles showing the orientational dependence of
structure factor,S(u;z) ~darker shading indicates higher values, a
bitrary units!, and the director profile,un(z) ~dotted line!, for the
simulations withN521 000.u is measured in degrees,z in units of
s0. In each case, the profiles are averaged over 1000 time s
near the end of the run concerned.~a! T* 51.4 ~structure factor
independent ofu and not shown!. ~b! T* 51.0. ~c! T* 50.9.
h
e
c-

,
ce
-
-
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ure

and distribution of defects seen in our simulations with the
RL theory.

A. Configuration slices

Twist defects lying in the plane of the domain boundarie
can be seen directly, by inspecting images of slices take
through the configurations, perpendicular to the twist axis. I
Fig. 7, we show three successive slices, taken from the fin
configuration of the runs atT* 50.8. Slices~a! and ~c! both
show more-or-less uninterrupted smectic ordering, in tw

e

ps,

FIG. 5. Profiles showing the orientational dependence of th
structure factor,S(u;z) ~darker shading indicates higher values, ar-
bitrary units!, and the director profile,un(z) ~dotted line!, for the
simulations withN584 000.u is measured in degrees,z in units of
s0. In each case, the profiles are averaged over 1000 time ste
near the end of the run concerned.~a! T* 51.2. ~b! T* 51.0. ~c!
T* 50.9.
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different orientations, and a twist defect can be clearly s
running diagonally through the central slice~b!. The orien-
tations of the smectic layers above and below the layer
approximately 117° and 126°, so this defect creates a g
boundary withDu'9°.

Identifying defects in this way is tedious, and is partic
larly difficult if the defects do not lie in the plane of th
slices. To overcome this problem, and allow a more syst
atic investigation of the defect distribution, we developed
method for searching for them automatically. Briefly, th
works as follows: we define agoal functionwhich gives a
numerical measure of how well the ordering in the neighb
hood of a given line segment conforms to the topology
twist defects shown in Fig. 2; then we seek to maximize t
goal function over the space of possible segments.

B. Definition of goal function

In the RL theory, the defects are infinite straight lines
thexy plane, but we do not assume this. Rather, we repre
them as chains of connected line segmentsG, unrestricted in
orientation. The first step is to define a goal function fo
single segment,G(G). In cylindrical coordinates based o
the line segment, (r ,f,z), with the ends ofG(G) at z5
6l G/2, we define a particle number density which takes i
account the twist, with specified wave numberk, about thez
axis:

rd~G,k!5E
RG

dr r~r ! exp@ i~kz2f!#, ~3!

whereRG is a cylindrical shellr min,r,rmax, uzu,6l G/2.
We then defineG(G) by taking the square modulus, norma
izing by the number of particles withinRG , and maximizing
over k:

Sd~G,k!5
urd~G,k!u2

*RG
dr r~r !

,

G~G!5max
k

Sd~G,k!.

FIG. 6. Profiles of total mean squared displacement, at the t
peratureT* 50.9, from theN584 000 run. Distances are in units o
s0, and timet in time steps,Dt50.0025.
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By construction,G(G) is greatest whenG lies along a twist
defect.

The density which appears in Eq.~3! is obtained by aver-
aging over a number of successive configurations, to
prove statistics. The rate of single-particle diffusion gives
conservative estimate of the length of time over which
can perform this averaging without smearing out the den
modulation. In practice, the number of configurations is li
ited by the computational expense of calculatingG, although
this was reduced considerably by using a linked cell sea
to extract molecules lying withinRG .

The arrangement of defects in the system is described
set of chains of segments, orconformation, V[$G i%. The
major contribution,G8(V), to theglobal goal functionG(V),
is a sum of single-segment terms,

G8~V!5 (
i 51

nsegs

G~G i !.

However, in order to obtain a well-defined optimizatio
problem, several additional points must be considered. F
the evaluation ofG(G) is clearly meaningless if the segme
is too short~comparable with the smectic layer spacing!. We
therefore impose a minimum lengthl min on every segment
It is also convenient to impose a maximuml max, of the
order of the periodic box dimensions. Next, we need to p
vent the total length of the chains from growing witho
bound. While we do not knowa priori the total length of
defect, we estimate that it will be of the orderpL'

2 /2d0. This
is the total length predicted on the basis of a regular netw
of twist defects producing ap/2 twist in the box. We there-
fore place an upper boundLmax'pL'

2 /2d0 on the total seg-
ment length. If the chains do not interact in any way, th
several may choose to lie along the same defect. To inh
this, we impose a limit on how close the line segments m
approach each other. We imagine a hard spherocylindeSG

of radiusr max and lengthl G , coaxial with eachG. Pairs of
spherocylinders (SG i

,SG j
) are permitted to overlap only if the

corresponding (G i ,G j ) are neighboring segments on th
same chain. Finally, we add a term2lnchains to the global
goal function, favoring longer chains over a large number
isolated segments.

A precise definition of our problem is now possible: w
must maximize

G~V!5G8~V!2lnchains, ~4!

subject to the spherocylinder overlap constraint, along w
the conditions

l min,l G i
,l max ; i and (

i 51

nsegs

l G i
<Lmax. ~5!

C. Maximization of goal function

We use thesimulated annealingmethod@17# to maximize
G(V) subject to the constraints, sinceV has both discrete
and continuous degrees of freedom: the partitioning of s
ments among chains, and the positions of the nodes at w
segments are connected. We choose a set ofannealing moves
M1 ,M2 , . . . ,Mn , each of which modifies the conforma

-
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FIG. 7. Three successive slices of thickness 3.22s0, perpendicular to the twist axis, from one of the configurations at the end of the
at T* 50.8. The central slice contains a twist defect, running diagonally through the box, indicated by arrows. The molecules are re
size for clarity.
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tion in some way. We begin with a random conformati
V0, and set theannealing temperaturet to somet0.0. At
each steps of the annealing process, we select one of
movesMi at random, and apply it to the current conform
tion, generating atrial conformation Vs11

trial 5MiVs . We
then calculate the change in the goal function,

DG5G~Vs11
trial !2G~Vs!.

If DG.0, then we accept the move, i.e., we setVs11

5Vs11
trial . If the trial conformation has a lower goal functio

then we accept the move with a probability exp(DG/t); oth-
erwise we retain the unmodified conformationVs115Vs .
Over the course of the run, the ‘‘temperature’’t is gradually
reduced to zero, so that eventually only moves which
crease the goal function are accepted. This procedure is g
anteed to find the global maximum provided thatt0 is large
enough, the moves are sufficiently general to allow explo
tion of the entire space of conformations consistent with
constraints, andt is reduced sufficiently slowly.
e
-

-
ar-

-
e

The annealing moves we use, shown in Fig. 8, invo
displacement of a node joining two segments, transferral
segment from the end of one chain to another, and brea
a chain at a node. These three types were attempted
relative frequencies 10:1:1, respectively. The size of d
placement moves was reduced adaptively as the temper
was lowered to maintain a constant acceptance rate of aro
30%. We adopted a linear reduction oft from t0 to zero for
the annealing schedule. The other relevant parameters in
simulated annealing process were chosen somewhat em
cally: their values are listed in Table II.

D. Results

The method outlined above successfully locates the de
which we found by eye, and many others. Moreover, ind
pendent annealing runs on a given density distribution st
ing from two different random conformations of unisegme
chains give fairly repeatable results: the final conformatio
differ only in the positions of a few segments, and most
these clearly do not correspond to well-defined defects.
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The simulated annealing results for the final configu
tions atT* 50.8 from theN521 000 simulations are show
in Fig. 9. There is qualitative agreement with the TGB def
structure in several key respects. In the majority of cases
distribution of molecules around each segment correspo
with the twist defect structure. All of the segments found
approximately in thexy plane, and their orientations follow
the position of the peaks in the structure profile. The th
defects at the bottom of the picture are oriented along thy
axis. A grain boundary consisting of defects with separat
l d5L'/3 andd054.3s0 would giveDu'19°, whereas the
structure and director profiles show that the actual gr
boundary angle is nearer 28°. This discrepancy is pres
ably due to other less well-defined defects, or nematic
gions, involved in this boundary that are not detected by
program. Finally, considering only segments around wh
the ordering is convincingly helical, the total length of defe
segments found in this particular configuration is 295s0,
compared topL'

2 /2d05570s0, i.e., slightly more than half

FIG. 8. Annealing moves for maximizing the goal function f
detecting defects.Displacementof ~a! an interior node, and~b! an
end point.Segment transfer~c! from one chain to another, and~d!
to the opposite end of the same chain.~e! Destruction,i.e., transfer
from a one-segment chain.~f! Disconnection:a chain is broken at
one of its interior nodes. None of the segment conformations
changed, but there is a decrease in the goal function sincenchains

increases by 1.

TABLE II. Parameters used in the simulated annealing progra

Number of attempted movesnsteps 106

Number of segments 22
Maximum total defect lengthLmax 600s0

Bounds on segment length:l min,l G,l max 10s0,l G,L'/2
Chain weightl 40
Initial annealing temperaturet0 40
Cutoff radii forRG : r min,r ,r max 2s0,r ,5.5s0
-

t
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n
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of the total amount of twist in the simulation cell is explaine
by the presence of well-defined twist defects found by o
annealing program.

We also analyzed the final configurations from theN
584 000 runs atT* 50.9, and here too we found many se
ments which correspond to well-defined defects. The dis
bution of these segments is shown in Fig. 10, and the m
lecular arrangement in the neighborhood of a typi
example in Fig. 11. The results are qualitatively similar
those described above. Interestingly, in this case the di
bution of defects along thez axis is more uniform. This is
consistent with the structure profiles in Fig. 5~c!, where we
see that there is a large degree of local smectic ordering,
yet it is difficult to identify grain boundaries at specific va
ues of z. This does not simply indicate that the intrins
grain-boundary width is larger forN584 000 than forN
521 000: the apparent width will also be larger due to t
greater scope for fluctuations away from the idealized cas
a planar interface, perfectly normal to the twist axis.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed extensive large-scale molecu
dynamics simulations of a system of particles interacting
a particular parametrization of the Gay-Berne potential.
order to represent the effects of molecular chirality~or an

re

.

FIG. 9. The final chain conformationV, obtained by running the
simulated annealing program on the last five configurations of
T* 50.8 run, in theN521 000 system. For each segment, we sh
the goal functionGG . For clarity, twisted periodic boundary con
ditions have been applied to some segments to return them to
basic simulation cell: solid lines indicate segments which are a
ally joined, dotted lines show segments which are almost join
Apparently free ends of chains are shown with lines terminating
a point.
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externally applied torque!, twisted periodic boundary condi
tions were used. Starting from a twisted nematic phase,
investigated the structure that forms on lowering the te
perature below that of theN→SA transition in the untwisted
system. We calculated profiles to characterize the varia
of orientational and translational ordering along the tw
axis. These results indicate the development of several sm
ticlike domains, which at lower temperatures are separa
by well-defined grain boundaries. To this extent, the str
ture we observe corresponds with that of the twist gra
boundary~TGB! phase. In order to study the interfacial r
gions, we have developed a technique for locating l
defects in molecular configurations, based on simulated
nealing. By using this in conjunction with an appropria
goal function, we have attempted to characterize the dis
bution of twist defects. Again, bearing in mind the limite
system size and the very long time scale for motion of
fects, the nature and distribution of defects observed in
simulation is in good qualitative agreement with the TG
structure. The pitch of the twist we apply to our system, a
other key physical parameters, are in reasonable agree
with experimental results@6#, and are summarized in Tabl
III.

We have observed the TGB phase to formspontaneously
on cooling a uniformly twisted nematic phase, but the tim
scales involved are quite long: it is reasonable to ask whe
the observed structure might reflect the initial conditions,
perhaps that, having formed, it might relax to a differe
structure, given sufficient time. To give more confidence
the results, we have conducted additional simulations. F
we have conducted a quench for theN521 000 system from
T* 51.0 to T* 50.9, starting from a twisted nematic pha
prepared completely independently from the original simu
tions. After 88 000 MD time steps, the initial stages of TG
structure formation are clearly evident. Second, to inve
gate the possibility that our MD method might artificial

FIG. 10. The distribution of segments from the simulated
nealing analysis of configurations from the end of theT* 50.9, N
584 000 run. Only segments which clearly correspond to defe
are shown.
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stabilize the TGB phase in some way, we have conduc
Monte Carlo simulations of theN521 000 system, atT*
50.9, starting from the final configurations of the origin
MD runs at this temperature. After 20 000 MC attempt
moves per particle, no change at all in the TGB dom
structure is seen. Ideally, we would like to repeat and ext
these simulations, but we are limited by the expense of sim
lating such large systems.

If the simulation time scale could be extended sign
cantly ~and this would almost certainly mean abandoning
molecular-dynamics description in favor of a more coar
grained scheme! our simulated annealing technique cou
also be used to investigate thedynamicsof defects. Their
motion could be tracked from one density distribution to t
next by means of short annealing runs at low annealing t
perature. We did not do this because our runs are much
short~of the order of nanoseconds in real time!; our director
and structure profiles atT* 50.9 and 0.8 do not change ap

TABLE III. Comparison of key physical parameters of syste
with the experimental results of Goodbyet al. @2#.

Property
Simulation

~units of s0!
Experiment

~nm!

Smectic layer spacingd0 4.3 4.1
Helix pitch l 320 500
Smectic domain sizel s 20 24
Dislocation line separationl d 11 15

-

ts

FIG. 11. The arrangement of molecules within a cylinder
radius 7s0 coaxial with a typical segment, in theN584 000 sys-
tem. The molecules are reduced in size for clarity.
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preciably once the domains have formed, and this sugg
that the network of defects is fairly static on the time scale
the simulations which we have undertaken.

We should point out the limitations of the current wor
We have not estimated the shift in theN→SA transition tem-
perature due to the imposed twist, which would be intere
ing to measure, but will require much longer runs. The
gree of disorder in our systems should not be overlook
despite our reference to the Renn-Lubensky theory, o
about half of the twist in our systems is directly attributed
explicitly identified defects. Also, it is a fact that our syste
is only large enough to include a few grain boundaries, e
of which contains a small number of screw dislocations. F
ther information could be obtained by brute-force simu
se
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ly,
sts
f

t-
-

d:
ly

h
r-
-

tions of larger systems for longer times, or by some com
nation of molecular modeling and continuum modeling.
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